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Dick Russedd’ 1/23/93 . . 
6 Fort Terrace , 

Boston, MA 02119. 

Dear Dick, 

Your explanation of your gross and deliberate violation of the conditions off my Castorr 

interview, that none of it be usedwithout the consent of both Castorrs, the first words in 

the transcript, is, 

"Tt gimply wasn't passtkie something that I thought as necessary, given thé circumstan— 

ces of my access to the interview and the deadline pressure I was under with the booke" 

This explains nothing other than you have an exalted self-concept and no ethics at all. 

There are no conditions that eliminate the stipulation that the agreement of imikm: 

both of the people | snterviewed was necessary for any public use of ite 

Moreover, suppose it had been stolen from me? Or that Vensterwald had borrwed it and 

failed to return it? 

If as you say you thought being ethical was not necessary for you, you say all that 

need be said about youe 

You also give a false desription of it in saying that you got it by "naling a 

photovopy of it along with dozens of other files from the Garrison investigation." “his 

Says it is part of the Garrison investigation. That is a lie.Mo connection of any kind. 

You cannot have missed this controlling stipulation in the transcript and you did not 

in my letter. tou just ignore it and try to tell me how important you and your crappy book 

are — and that licenses you to lack ethicse 

If I did not trust people nobody would have access to my files because I have néither 

the time nor the physical capability of supervising access. Nor the desire. I have no idea 

how Bud got that transcript byt that is not material. The restriction is, it cannot be 

missed and King “hit that you are nothing applie@ to you in your lust to exploit and com 

mericalize a subject about which your major qualifications for writing are an abysmal 

ignorance of the fact of the Crime » 

evant government has and has had no greater allies than those of you who exploit 

and commercialize by untenable, irrelevant or impossible theories you present as fact 

anf as solutions.At your best you confuse the people as government cannot. 

Shjite on you for not abiding by the normal ethics of writing! 

Gorther shame on you for a non-responsive reply and this disgusting display of elf- 

importance! , 

Harold Weisberg 
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